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ABSTRACT

Various infrared (IR) spectroscopic techniques for the analysis of wood samples are briefty discussed.
Theories and instrumentation of the newly developed photoacoustic spectroscopic (PAS) technique
for measurina absorbance spectra of solids are presented. Some important applications of the PAS
technique in wood science ~ are discussed. The application of the Fourier transfonn in~-
photoacoustic spectroSCOpic (FTlR-PAS) technique is demonstrated by three preliminary studies of
diff~nt fonns of wood samples.

K~rds: Infrared spectroscopy, photoacoustic spectroscopy, wood sections, macerated wood ele-
ments, decayed wood samples.

INTRODUCTION

Infrared spectroscopy is an indispensable method for both qualitative and quan-
titative analysis of organic substances. Various infrared spectroscopic techniques
have been used to study solid wood and the various constituents of wood (Liang
et aI. 1960; Harrington et aI. 1964; Bolker and Somerville 1963; Sarkanen et aI.
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1967) and to elucidate the mechanisms of delignification processes during pulping
(Michell et al. 1965; Marton and Sparks 1967) and of aging processes of wood
surfaces (Chow 1971; Feist and Hon 1984). Recently, because of increasing interest
in the chemical pretreatment of wood to improve wood adhesion, infrared spec-
troscopy has been employed to investigate the mechanisms of chemical activation
of wood surfaces and adhesive bond formation (Jenkin 1976; Rammon et al.
1982; Phillippou and Zavarin 1984).

The use of conventional infrared spectroscopic techniques for the analysis of
solid samples presents some severe problems, including the opaqueness and light-
scattering properties of samples and the low sample-to-noise signal available from
dispersive instruments. With the advent of the commercial Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) instruments and different accessories, infrared spectra of solid
samples can be obtained more rapidly with greater sensitivity. In this paper,
various infrared spectroscopic techniques for the analysis of wood and wood
component samples are briefly discussed, with the major emphasis being to in-
troduce the newly developed Photoacoustic Spectroscopic (PAS) technique. The
capability and potential of the FTIR-PAS technique for the analysis of wood
samples is demonstrated by some exploratory experiments.

INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES FOR WOOD SAMPLES

Transmission techniques
Light scattering and high optical density render the direct transmission spec-

troscopic analysis of wood samples very difficult. Light scattering can be greatly
reduced by either impregnating thin wood sections with, or dispersing finely milled
wood samples in, Nujol. Nujol, however, has interfering absorption bands at 2,850
to 3,000, 1,486, 1,379, and 720 cm-l. Inorganic halides, when pressed into thin
pellets, are an alternative that have a high transmittance throughout the midin-
frared region. Therefore, transmission spectroscopic analysis of wood samples
can be studied by embedding or dispersing them in halides such as KBr and KCI.

Liang et al. (1960) and Harrington et al. (1964) found that a thin wood section
embedded in KBr gave a better IR spectrum than milled wood dispersed in a
KBr pellet. The latter group of authors also found that pressing several thin wood
sections in a KBr pellet gaye a sharper spectrum than using a single wood 5ection.
There are situations, however, when wood sections are either difficult to obtain
or relatively opaque such that wood samples must be studied in the form of fine
powder dispersed in KBr pellets. Transmission spectroscopic analyses of isolated
wood components, especially hemicelluloses and lignins, are generally studied by
dispersing them in KBr pellets or Nujol.

With a careful control of sample concentration in KBr pellets and with a double
beam spectrophotometer, it is possible to obtain difference spectra between sets
of two different samples. For example, employing this technique, Bolker and
Somerville (1963) were able to find differences between lignins in wood and pulp
and isolated lignins.

Attenuated total reflectance (ATR) technique
An important method called attenuated total reflection (A TR) or internal re-

flection spectroscopy (IRS) for obtaining the inftared spectra of solids has been
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described by Fahrenfort (1961). Initial A TR devices used a single-reflection prism
and a variable angle of incidence to produce the desired spectra. Attenuated total
reflection spectra can be markedly improved by using a multiple-reflection prism
such as KSR-S. By placing a sample in very close contact with the reflecting
surface of the prism, the energy that escapes temporarily from the prism is selec-
tively absorbed by the sample. The spectrum of the internally reflected radiation
is very similar to a typical transmission spectrum. The infrared band intensities
are the equivalent of a shallow (approximately 5 IJ.m or less) penetration into the
sample and are completely independent of the sample thickness.

The A TR technique has been succesfully used to study undisturbed wood sur-
faces (Hse and Bryant 1966; O'Brian and Hartman 1969) and solid-phase changes
of wood and wood components during chemical treatments (O'Brian and Hartman
1971; Jenkin 1976). Marton and Sparks (1967) also successfully used the ATR
technique to determine the lignin content of unbleached kraft and sulfite pulps

and uncoated paper samples.
In the A TR technique, the amount of infrared absorption is dependent on the

area and efficiency of a close optical contact between the sample and the prism.
Therefore, the intensity of absorption of a sample with an uneven and rough
surface such as a wood section is a function of pressure applied to assemble the
sample onto the prism. Thus, the pressure dependence of the A TR spectra is the
main disadvantage of using the technique to study solid wood samples.

Diffuse reflectance technique
With the advent of the commercial Fourier transfonn spectrometers, diffuse

reflectance spectroscopy has become an important method for qualitative and
quantitative analysis of solid samples. In Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier
Transfonn Spectroscopy (ORIn), a powdered sample is usually intimately mixed
with an alkali halide powder such as KBr or KCI. When the powder matrix is
irradiated, IR radiation is diffusely scattered in all directions. By a special optical
arrangement, part of the diffuse radiation is refocused and directed to the detector.
The ratio of the spectrum containing the sample to a KBr or KO reference
spectrum yields the diffuse reflectance spectrum of the sample, which is similar
to the transmission spectrum of the sample measured in a KBr or KCl pellet. In
some cases, diffuse reflectance spectra of neat samples can be measured.

Schultz et al. (1985a) found that the lignin, gluc~e, and xylose contents of
wood determined by the DRIFT technique gave highly significant correlations with
values obtained by conventional chemical analyses. Thus, the more rapid DRIFT
technique can be used to analyze solid lignocellulosic materials with reasonable
accuracy. The DRIFT technique has also been used to estimate degree of crys-
tallinity of a variety of celluloses (Schultz et al. 1985b).

One of the major factors influencing diffuse relectance spectra is the particle
size of the sample and the matrix material. Because the optical density is reduced
with smaller sample particles, the sharpness and the relative intensity of absorption
bands in a diffuse reflectance spectrum increase with decreasing particle siu.
Therefore, it is necessary to standardize particle size in any particular series of

measurements (Krishnan 1984).
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the photoacoustic spectroscopy technique (reprodured with permission from

McClelland 1982).

PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECfRosroPY OF SOUDS

In photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) of solids, the sample is placed in an en-
closed cell containing air or any other nonabsorbing gas and a sensitive micro-
phone. The sample is then illuminated with a light beam that has an intensity
modulation causing the intensity to oscillate in the acoustic frequency range.
Nonradiative de-excitation processes convert part of or all the light absorbed by
the solid into a heat oscillation within the sample with an amplitude proportional
to the light absorption. The periodic flow of the converted heat into the surround-
ing gas produces pressure fluctuations in the cell that are detected by the micro-
phone. Photoacoustic spectra can be obtained by recording the analog signal
(which is proportional to the sample absorbance) from the microphone as a func-
tion of the wavelength of the incident light beam. A schematic of a typical pho-
toacoustic measurement setup is shown in Fig. I.

Basic theories of the photoacoustic effect and photoacoustic signal generation
with solids have been given in detail by Rosencwaig (1975) and McClelland (1982).
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the one-dimensional photoacoustic signal gener-
ation model. When the sample in a photoacoustic cell is illuminated with a light
beam of power Po, the sample's surface reflectivity, R, reduces the power just
inside the surface of the sample to a value of (I - R)Po. Absorption of light during
propagation in the sample further reduces the power in the light beam. At a sample
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the one-dimensional photoacoustic signal generation model (reproduced with

permission from McOelland 1982).

depth XI the power is reduced to PI = {I - R)PoE-axl, where a is the absorption
coefficient. The absorption produces a temperature oscillation AT I in a layer Ax
at depth XI with AT. proportional to a( 1 - R)P oE-axl Ax. The layer of oscillating

temperature generates thermal waves, which propagate toward both the irradiated
and back sample surfaces. Thermal waves decay during propagation with a coef-
ficient a. = {...flaT)"', where fis the light beam modulation frequency and aT is the
sample's thermal diffusivity. The thermal waves transfer heat into the photo-
acoustic cell gas atmosphere at the irradiated surface, and gas pressure oscillations
are generated. The pressure amplitude, ASI, produced by the layer at XI is pro-
portional to the temperature oscillation at the thermal transfer surface (irradiated
surface) and is given by ASI = Ca(l - R)poE-(a+a.>xl, where C is a factor char-

acteristic of the sample and cell.
The actual pressure signal, S, detected consists of contributions from all the

sample layers to a depth permitted by the optical (a) and thermal (a.) wave decay
coefficients. S is found to vary linearly with increasing a but to gradually lose
sensitivity at higher values of a, causing saturation (truncation) of strong absor-
bance bands. The loss of sensitivity occurs at lower values of a for higher at
samples because the effective sample thickness that can be prored (estimated by
l/a.) is greater for these samples. Hence, just as in transmission spectroscopy,
optically thick samples lead to saturation of strong absorbance bands.
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TABLE 1. Thermal (l/aj and optical (l/a) wave decay lengths for a typical wood sample (at = 2 x
.. r,

lO~3 cm2/sec).

{(Hz) 1/8, (pm) .. (cm-l) II.. (pm)
I

i!.,.
- ,-\- 10 80 10 1,000

~ 20 56 100 100
100 25 400 25
200 18 1,000 10r-- ,

"' 1,000 8 10,000 1

2,000 5.6
10,000 2.5

Because lias estimates the depth being thermally sensed in a FfIR-PAS mea-
surement, there is the possibility of varying the measurement's thermal sensing
depth by adjusting the light beam modulation frequency [lias = (at/7rf)'/1] and
thereby of reducing saturation of strong bands or of obtaining spectral information
for sample volumes extending different distances into the sample. In the latter
case, however, the sample's optical and thermal properties as well as the modu-
lation frequency range of the measurement dictate the actual depth range that can
be investigated. These considerations are best understood by examining the sit-
uation for a specific measurement such as FfIR-PAS analysis of wood, which
typically has a thermal diffusivity value of 2 x 10-3 cm2/sec. Table 1 summarizes

, the thermal and optical decay lengths for typical ranges of the light beam mod-

ulation frequency and the sample absorption coefficient, respectively.
In an FfIR measurement, the modulation frequency varies linearly along the

wavenumber (v) axis of spectra as given by f(Hz) = gv(cm-I). In this study, g =
0.05 cmlsec and the frequency started with 20 Hz at 400 cm-1 and increased
linearly to 200 Hz at 4,000 cm-l. Hence, the thermal sensing depth (lias) range
was 18 JLm (4,000 cm-l) to 56 JLm (400 cm-l) for samples with at = 2 x 10-3
cm2/sec. The actual depth sensed cannot exceed lias at a given wavenumber or
frequency, but it can be less if the sample's absorption length (l/a) is less because
thermal waves are not generated in layers that receive no light. Hence, the actual
depth sensed at the peak of a hypothetical absorption band peak corresponding
to a value a = 1,000 cm-1 is 10 JLm regardless of where the band occurs in the
mid-IR spectral range. On the other hand, if the peak corresponds to a = 400
cm-l, an optical decay length of 25 JLm results and the actual depth sensed is
dictated by the optical absorption below f = 100 Hz or v = 2,000 cm-1 and by
the thermal sensing depth above v = 2,000 cni-l. So, for absorption band peaking
at a = 400 cm-l, the actual depth probed depends on where the band is located
in the spectrum and will be 25 JLm between v = 400 and 2,000 cm-1 and decrease

- to 18 JLm at v = 4,000 cm-l.
.. Generally, in practice, the actual depth probed is often difficult to specify in

absolute terms because of uncertainties in the optical and thermal properties of
.. samples and in details of signal-generation models applicable for a given sample

. " geometry. Nevertheless the basic ideas just discussed are very useful for inter-

preting spectra. Measurements taken by using different modulation frequency
ranges are highly useful when absorbance band saturation is suspected or when
absorbance bands may vary with probe depth.

The instrumentation used in this study consisted ofa Perkin-Elmer model 1800

.
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T AmI. 2. A.uign,",lIlS of bands in 1M infrand SP'Clnlm It" ~

~
-

_A~

~

3,300
2,900
1,730
1,660
1,600
I,SO5
1,460
1,425
1,370
1,325
1,275
1,2.10
1,160
1,110
1,050

895
870
830
810
680

2
3
4
5
6
1
.
9

10
II
12
13
14
15
16
11
II
19
20

Bonded O-H stretcbiDI
C-H suetchins
C~O stretchins in xylan
Keto-carbonyl conjusated with benune riDS
~ riDs stretching in lianin
Benzene ring stretchin& in lianin
CH, deformation in lianin and CH~ bendina in xylan
CH~ scisaor vibration in cellulose
CH~ bendina in cellulose and hemicellulose
CH~ WI8inI vibration in cellulose
Guai8CyI nuclei in 1i8Din
Syrinayl nuclei in lianin and C~O in xylan
C-O-C asymmetric band in cellulose and hemicellulose
O-H asaociation band in cellulose and hemicellulose
CoO stretchina in cellulose and hemicellulose
CllJOup ~uency in ceUulose and hemicellulose
1,3,4-subltituted benzene ring in softwood lipin
1,3,4,S-substituted benzene riDS in hardwood lignin
l,3,4-substitutcd benzene riDS in softwood lignin
COM out-of-plane bendins in cellulose

FTIR-PAS spectra ofa redwood and a red oak radial section are shown in Fig.
3 and assignments of various bands are given in Table 2. All known characteristic
absorption bands of wood and differences between softwood and hardwood are
clearly shown. A higher xylan content in red oak than in redwood is indicated by
a stronger band at 1,730 cm-1 due to carboxyl and carbonyl groups in the xylan.
A higher lignin content in redwood is indicated by a hi&her absorption intensity
near 1,505 cm-1 than that in red oak. Spectral differences between redwood and
red oak also are observed in the region between 1,300 and 1,200 cm-l. Using
model compounds, Sarkanen et aI. (1967) found that the guaiacyl type (softwood
lignin) absorbed near 1,275 and 1,230 cm-1 and that the syringyl type (the major
type of hardwood lignin) absorbed only at 1,230 cm-l. Although hardwood lignin
also contains guaiacyl moieties, the absorption band at 1,275 cm-1 may have been
obscured by a strong absorption at 1,230 cm-1 due to syringyl moieties of the
lignin and to carbonyl groups of the xylan. Spectral difference due to the chemical
nature of softwood and hardwood lignin is also observed in the region between
900 and 800 cm-l. Harrington et al. (1964) attributed the absorption bands near
875 and 810 cm-1 in softwood to benzene ring substitution oftheguaiacyl moieties
and the band near 830 cm-1 in hardwood to syringyl moieties.

Figure 4 presents the result of an experiment comparing the FTIR-PAS spectra
of a transverse and an oblique (45' ponderosa section. The difference s~m
in Fig. 4 clearly shows that the absorption bands at 3,350 cm-1 and between 1,200
and 1,000 cm-1 in the oblique section are stronger than those in the transverse
section. Because in the transverse section the cellulose chains are oriented per-
pendicular to the section normal, its band intensity at 3,350 cm-1 and between
1,200 and 1,000 cm-1 due to various functional groups in cellulose would be
expected to be lower than those in the oblique and longitudinal sections (Liang
et al. 1960). TherefoR, spectral differences observed in Fig. 4 are due to differences
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due to the decrease of intensity at 1,230 cm-1 as a result of xy1an degradation.
The intensity near 1,660 cm-1 also increased as decay progressed. This band,
which appears in spectra of who1ewood and high-yield pulps but absent in most
isolated lignins, has been assigned to a-keto groups conjugated with the benzene
ring (Bo1ker and Somerville 1963).

Macerated wood elements

The FfIR-PAS technique is capable of obtaining good spectra from minute
quantities of sample. A study was conducted to analyze cottonwood kraft (KAPPA
No. 25) and groundwood (undelignified) fibers and vessel elements. A ring con-
taining a fine-mesh stainless-steel screen of the type used in electron microscopy
supported wood elements during photoacoustic measurements. Five fibers were
used during each run to obtain each spectrum of kraft and groundwood fibers,
whereas 15 vessel elements were used to obtain each spectrum ofkraft and ground-
wood vessel elements.

FfIR-PAS spectra of kraft and groundwood fibers are shown in Fig. 6, and
those of kraft and groundwood vessel elements are presented in Fig. 7. In the
spectra of kraft wood elements, the characteristic lignin absorption bands at 1,505,
1,465, 1,275, 1,230, and 830 cm-1 were either greatly reduced or eliminated as
a result of kraft pulping. The greatly reduced band at 1,730 cm-1 is evidently due
to deacetylation of the xylan. Deacetylation of the xylan, together with lignin
removal during pulping, also reduced the band at 1,230 cm-l. The occurrence of
abroad band near 1,600 cm-1 is mainly due to a band shifting from 1,730 cm-1
as a result of salt formation associated with carboxyl group (Mitchell et al. 1965).

Removal of lignin during pulping increased the intensity of the bands near
1,200, 1,170, 1,110, 1,050,895, and 680 cm-l, all of which have been assigned
(Liang et al. 1960) to various characteristics of cellulose and other polysaccharides.
Schultz et al. (1985b) found that the sharpness of cellulose IR peaks increases with
increasing cellulose crystallinity. Therefore, increases in the intensity of this group
of cellulose bands may be attributed to removal of lignin and most amorphous
carbohydrates, which in turn, tends to increase crystallinity of residual cellulose.
A comparison of the spectrum of groundwood vessel element with the spectrum
of groundwood fiber reveals that the same group of cellulose bands absorbed more
strongly in vessel elements than in fibers. It would be interesting to verify whether
the degree of crystallinity of vessel cellulose is higher than that of fiber cellulose
when the X-ray diffraction technique or other techniques are used.

Using an UV -EDXA technique, Saka and Goring (1985) found that the vessel
wall had a higher lignin content than the fiber wall in white birch. The FfIR-
PAS spectra of cottonwood groundwood fiber and vessel elements were used to
estimate their relative lignin contents. A line constructed between 1,550 and 850
cm-1 was used as the baseline to calculate the relative peak height at 1,505 cm-1
by using bands at 1,430, 1,305, and 1,320 cm-1 as the internal references. Results
shown in Table 4 indicate that the groundwood vessel elements had approximately
20% more lignin than groundwood fibers.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that high-quality infrared spectra of different foTDls
of wood samples similar to optical spectra can be obtained by the FfIR-PAS
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